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Abstract—An analogue of McEliece’s cryptosystem, the Gabidulin-Paramonov-Trejtakov (GPT) public-key cryptosystem is based on rank-metric-based Gabidulin codes instead of Goppa codes. The GPT cryptosystem has attracted steady attention since it is much more robust against the decoding attacks and can therefore achieve the same level of security with much smaller keys. The key sizes, nonetheless, may still be too large for some applications. To reduce the key sizes even further, we propose private-key adaptations of the GPT cryptosystem, and evaluate their robustness against several attacks.

I. INTRODUCTION

McEliece’s cryptosystem [8] based on error-correcting codes is an important alternative to the number-theory-based cryptosystems such as RSA. Following the same principle used in McEliece’s cryptosystem, Gabidulin, Paramonov, and Tretjakov [4] proposed a public-key cryptosystem which uses Gabidulin codes [3] based on the rank metric, referred to as the GPT cryptosystem henceforth. The two groups of attacks against McEliece’s cryptosystem and the GPT cryptosystem respectively can both be divided into two categories: structural and decoding attacks. In comparison to McEliece’s cryptosystem, the GPT cryptosystem seems to have two advantages: so far it has been shown to be more robust against the decoding attacks than McEliece’s cryptosystem and therefore requires much smaller keys than McEliece’s cryptosystem.

Nonetheless, the knowledge of the public key in both systems in a sense helps the attacker. If the public key is also kept private in both systems, smaller key sizes are needed to achieve desirable security levels. Of course, the potential applications for the McEliece’s cryptosystem or the GPT cryptosystem are different from the appropriate applications for their private-key adaptations. Two private-key adaptations of McEliece’s cryptosystem were proposed by Rao [11] and Rao and Nam [13], respectively. The former adaptation, called PRAC, is a direct adaptation of McEliece’s system: the keys remain the same while the encryption key is also kept secret. Unfortunately, this system is vulnerable to chosen-plaintext attacks. Struik and van Tilburg [14] have discovered an efficient attack (referred to as the ST Attack) against the latter adaptation. However, Rao argued that, while efficient in theory, the ST attack may not be applicable in practice [12]. Denny [2] proposed to use Reed-Solomon or Preparata codes in the Rao-Nam scheme to further enhance its security.

In this paper, we introduce two private-key adaptations — one direct and the other with an extra permutation matrix — of the GPT cryptosystem, and investigate their robustness against several attacks. We first consider the chosen-plaintext attacks and show that the chosen-plaintext attacks are futile against our new cryptosystems. We also propose a new chosen-plaintext attack, which is effective only for some special cases. Nonetheless, to defeat this new attack, the parameters for the new private-key cryptosystems have to be chosen so as to avoid these special cases. The Struik and van Tilburg (ST) attack is applicable to our new cryptosystems, and the work factors of the ST attack against our new cryptosystem are evaluated. In comparison to the private-key adaptations of McEliece’s cryptosystem, our private-key cryptosystems can achieve the same level of security with smaller key sizes. With respect to the three attacks we consider, the use of permutation matrix in the private-key adaptation of the GPT system does not improve the system’s robustness.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. To make this paper self-contained, in Section II we give a brief review of McEliece’s cryptosystem, its private-key adaptations, and the ST attack, and also summarize the key components of the GPT cryptosystem. In Section III, we introduce our private-key cryptosystems based on Gabidulin codes, and analyze the attacks against our cryptosystems. Section IV remarks on the feasibility of the chosen-plaintext attacks, and Section V gives some
A. McEliece’s cryptosystem

McEliece’s cryptosystem comprise the following components [8]:

1) Private key: The triple \((G, S, P)\) where \(G\) is a \(k \times n\) generator matrix of a Goppa code, \(S\) is an invertible \(k \times k\) random matrix over GF(2) and \(P\) an \(n \times n\) permutation matrix.

2) Public key: The encryption matrix \(E = SG\) and the error-correction capability \(t\) of the Goppa code.

3) Encryption scheme: Let the plaintext \(c\) be a word of length \(k\) over GF(2). The corresponding ciphertext \(y\) is given by \(y = cE + z\), where \(z\) is a random error vector with length \(n\) and Hamming weight \(t\).

4) Decryption scheme: The bounded-distance decoding for the Goppa code can be used to find \(c\) from \(y\).

B. Private-key adaptations of McEliece’s cryptosystem

Rao [11] first introduced a private-key cryptosystem using error-correcting codes called private-key algebraic-coded cryptosystem (PRAC). PRAC is a direct adaptation of McEliece’s system, the only difference between the two is that the encryption matrix \(E\) is also kept secret in PRAC. Unfortunately, this system is vulnerable to chosen-plaintext attacks that are based on majority voting [13].

To remedy this vulnerability, Rao and Nam then proposed an improved adaptation of McEliece’s cryptosystem (called the Rao-Nam scheme below) [13]. The improvements are based on two modifications aimed to thwart the chosen-plaintext attacks. One modification is to permute only after the error vector is added to the codeword. That is, \(y = (cSG + z)P\). The other modification is that the error vectors are no longer the coset leaders in the standard array of the code. Instead, one error vector is chosen at random from each coset. Since the error vectors have a one-to-one correspondence with the syndromes, syndrome decoding based on standard array must be used in decryption instead of the bounded-distance decoding, which is used in McEliece’s cryptosystem and the PRAC. This set of error vectors is also part of the secret key for the Rao-Nam scheme. Since the weight of the errors are no longer bounded, we can choose error vectors with an average Hamming weight \(\frac{n}{2}\). Hence, chosen-plaintext attacks based on majority voting are no longer effective.

C. ST attack

The basic idea of any chosen-plaintext attack is to find all the possible encryptions of some well-chosen plaintexts to recover the encryption matrix. More specifically, we first obtain the entire set \(Y\) of encryptions using all possible error vectors of a chosen plaintext \(c\):

\[Y \triangleq \{y : y = \text{Encryption}_y(c), z \in Z\},\]

where \(Z\) denotes the set of all possible error vectors. In their attack, Struik and van Tilburg [14] first construct the graph \(\Gamma = (Y, D)\) based on the encryptions for \(c\). The set of vertices in \(\Gamma\) is \(Y\), the set of different encryptions of \(c\), and the set of edges \(D\) consists of the differences between two encryptions, i.e., \(d(y_1, y_2) = |y_1 - y_2|\), where \(y_1, y_2 \in Y\) for each of the plaintexts \(c_i = c + u_i\), where \(u_i\) is the vector with a 1 in position \(i\) and zeros elsewhere. A similar graph \(\Gamma_i\) can be constructed based on all possible encryptions. If we can identify two vertices \(y_i\) and \(y_i\) in \(\Gamma_i\) and \(\Gamma\) respectively that were obtained using the same error vector, we would have \(e_i = y_i - y_i\), where \(e_i\) is the \(i\)-th row of the encryption matrix. The main problem is how to determine if the error vectors are the same. That is, how to find the correspondence between \(\Gamma_i\) and \(\Gamma\). The number of attempts needed apparently depends on the cardinality of the automorphism group of \(\Gamma\). The work factor of the ST attack is shown to be \(O(knN^2 \log N + kn|Aut(\Gamma)|k)\) [14] where \(N\) is the size of \(Z\).

D. The GPT cryptosystem

The GPT system is analogous to McEliece’s cryptosystem. Instead of using codes which have a decoding algorithm in the Hamming metric, the GPT cryptosystem uses Gabidulin codes which have an efficient decoding algorithm in the rank metric. Unfortunately, these codes are very structured, so it is necessary to break their structure by using a distortion matrix, which is described below. The following are the main components of the system:

1) Private key: The triple \((G, S, X)\), where \(G\) is a \(k \times n\) generator matrix of a Gabidulin code over GF\((q^m)\), \(S\) is an invertible \(k \times k\) random matrix over GF\((q^m)\) and \(X\) is a \(k \times n\) matrix over GF\((q^m)\) such that \(\text{rank}(cX) \leq t_1, \forall c = (c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_k) \in GF(q^m)^k\), where \(t_1 < t\) is called the distortion parameter. \(X\) is called the distortion matrix with distortion parameter \(t_1\).

2) Public key: \(E = SG + X\) and the distortion parameter \(t_1\).

3) Encryption scheme: Let the plaintext \(c\) be a word of length \(k\) over GF\((q^m)\). The corresponding ci-
phertext $y$ is given by $y = cE + z$, where $z$ is a random error vector with length $n$ and rank $(t-t_1)$.

4) **Decryption scheme**: We have $y = cSG + (cX + z)$, where $(cX + z)$ has a rank less than or equal to $t$. Using the decoding algorithm of Gabidulin codes, the receiver retrieves the word $c' = cS$, and computes $c = c'S^{-1}$.

### III. NEW PRIVATE-KEY CRYPTO SYSTEMS BASED ON RANK METRIC AND POSSIBLE ATTACKS

#### A. Private-key adaptations

We now propose two private-key adaptations of the GPT cryptosystem. We first consider a direct adaptation of the GPT system. That is, we keep the same encryption and decryption matrices, the same way of selecting the error patterns (all error vectors have a rank of $t - t_1$), but we do not publish the encryption matrix $E$.

An alternative is to use a permutation matrix in the encryption as in the Rao-Nam scheme. The encryption matrix then becomes $E = SGP + XP$, where $P$ is an $(n \times n)$ permutation matrix. Note that cryptosystem with the permutation is equivalent to the one without: the product $GP$ is now a generator matrix of a different Gabidulin code with the same minimum rank distance $d$ [7], and the $XP$ matrix is still a valid distortion matrix with parameter $t_1$. We will see below that indeed using a permutation matrix does not increase the level of security of our scheme against the attacks considered herein.

An attack against a private-key cryptosystem often consists of two steps. The goal of the first step is to discover the encryption matrix, and the second step is used to recover the key or the plaintext. Note that with the knowledge of the encryption matrix, the second step is same as an attack against the corresponding public-key cryptosystem, which is the GPT cryptosystem in our case.

There are two types of attacks against the GPT system: structural attacks and decoding attacks. Gibson [6] and Overbeck [10] proposed structural attacks against the GPT scheme, and Chabaud and Stern [1] and Ourivski and Johansson [9] proposed efficient decoding attacks against the GPT cryptosystem. So far, both types of attacks against the GPT system have exponential complexities. In our paper [5], we already gave a way to choose the optimal distortion parameter against both decoding and structural attacks.

In the following, we focus on the security against the first step of the attack. We discuss the effectiveness of two previously proposed attacks, and propose a new one.

#### B. Chosen-plaintext attack

The first chosen-plaintext attack was introduced against PRAC. It was based on majority voting, taking advantage of the low weight of the error patterns to find good estimates of the rows of the encryption matrix. Here we show that this attack does not work against our new cryptosystems.

Let $c_1$ and $c_2$ be two plaintexts differing in only one position, i.e.,

$$c_1 - c_2 = u_i \quad \text{for } 1 \leq i \leq k$$

then the difference between their ciphertexts is given by

$$y_1 - y_2 = e_i + (z_1 - z_2)P$$

where $e_i$ is the $i$-th row of the encryption matrix $E$. The difference $(z_1 - z_2)P$ has a rank inferior or equal to $2(t - t_1)$ but there is no bound for its Hamming weight. Hence, one cannot estimate $e_i$ by using majority voting. Note that the permutation matrix $P$ does not make a difference in the discussion above. Thus, the permutation does not enhance the security against the chosen-plaintext attack based on majority voting.

#### C. New chosen-plaintext attack against the system

Let us denote the set of error vectors of rank weight $t-t_1$ as $Z$ and the set of encryptions of one message $c$ as $Y$. That is, $Z = \{z : \text{rank}(z) = t - t_1\}$. We note those ciphertexts as $y^j = cE + z^jP = y + z^jP$. The condition for our new attack to work is that $N = |Z|$ is not a multiple of the characteristic $p$ of the field. Let us note the remainder of the division of $N$ by $p$ as $\nu$. That is, $\nu \equiv N \ (\text{mod } p)$.

The idea behind this attack is that once we recover all the elements in $Y$, the sum of all the ciphertexts in $Y$ can be used to determine $y$.

$$\sum_{y^j \in Y} y^j = \sum_{z^j \in Z} (y + z^jP)$$

$$= \nu y + \sum_{z^j \in Z} z^jP \quad (1)$$

$$= \nu y + \sum_{z^j \in Z} z^j \quad (2)$$

$$= \nu y. \quad (3)$$

The equality in (2) is due to the fact that a permutation does not change the rank of a vector. The equality in (3) holds because, for any $t - t_1$, the sum of all vectors having a given rank $t - t_1$ is equal to $0$. If the condition is not satisfied, i.e., if $\nu = 0$, the $y$ term would disappear and the attack would not be applicable.
Since the set $Z$ is known, $\nu$ is also known. We can recover $y$ using the relation

$$y = \nu^{-1} \sum_{y^j \in Y} y^j.$$ 

We then repeat the process for any $c_i = c + u_i$. We define as $Y_i$ the set of ciphertexts obtained from $c_i$. That is, $Y_i = \{ y^j : c_iE + z^jP = y^j + z^jP \}$, where $y^j = y + e_i$. Summing up all the ciphertexts in $Y_i$, we have

$$\sum_{y^j \in Y_i} y^j = \sum_{z^j \in Z} (y^j + z^jP) = \nu y_i + \sum_{z^j \in Z} z^jP$$

(4)

$$= \nu e_i + \nu y.$$

(5)

Thus, $e_i$ can be obtained by

$$e_i = \left( \nu^{-1} \sum_{y^j \in Y_i} y^j \right)^{-1} y = \nu^{-1} \left( \sum_{y^j \in Y_i} y^j - \sum_{y^j \in Y} y^j \right).$$

We recover the encryption matrix $E$ by repeating this for $1 \leq i \leq k$.

Hence, our new attack has the following steps:

1. Encipher a plaintext $c$ until all the $N$ different ciphertexts $y^1, y^2, \ldots, y^N$ are obtained.
2. For $1 \leq i \leq k$, for the plaintext $c_i = c + u_i$, obtain all the ciphertexts $y_1^i, y_2^i, \ldots, y_N^i$.
3. For $1 \leq i \leq k$, recover the $i$-th row of the encryption matrix by computing

$$e_i = \nu^{-1} \left( \sum_{y^j \in Y_i} y^j - \sum_{y^j \in Y} y^j \right).$$

For our private-key cryptosystem based on Gabidulin codes, the attack is effective only when we use $t - t_1 = 1$. Indeed, the number of vectors of length $n$ and rank $r$ over $GF(q^m)$ is given by [7]

$$R(r) = \left( \prod_{i=0}^{r-1} \frac{q^m - q^i}{q^r - q^i} \right) \cdot \left( \prod_{i=0}^{r-1} (q^n - q^i) \right).$$

(6)

If $t - t_1 = 1$, we see that there are $R(1) = (q^m - 1)(q^n - 1)$ vectors with rank 1. This number is obviously not a multiple of $q$, so in this case, $\nu \neq 0$, and hence the condition for our attack is met. On the other hand, when $t - t_1 > 1$, $R(t - t_1)$ becomes a multiple of $q$, and this new attack can not be performed. From above discussion, we see that when $t - t_1 = 1$, the permutation matrix does not help. Hence, the permutation matrix is inconsequential with respect to our new attack.

In the discussion above, $Z$ is restricted to be the set of error vectors with rank weight $t - t_1$. However, $Z$ can be generalized to be a set of error vectors chosen in other ways. Our new attack is still effective for a new set of error vectors if some conditions are satisfied. Let $Z'$ be a subset of $Z$ and $Y'$ as the set of encryptions of $c$ using an error pattern from $Z'$. Suppose that $Z'$ verifies the following conditions:

- $N' = |Z'|$ is not a multiple of $p$.
- Knowing $Z'$, there is an easy way to identify the ciphertexts of $Y'$ from those of $Y$.

Then attack detailed above is applicable again. However, the two conditions above can be quite stringent. In particular, permutation in the encryption process will make the second condition almost impossible to satisfy. Thus, in this more general case, permutation improves the security.

### D. ST attack

The last attack we consider is the ST attack, which works for any parameter value, and we evaluate the work factors of the ST attack against our private-key adaptations below. The work factor of the ST attack depends on the automorphism group defined in [14], and here we assume that the automorphism group is simply the identity. We are therefore considering the worst-case situation: the work factors obtained under this assumption gives lower bounds for the actual work factors. The authors conjecture that the automorphism group is indeed the identity when $Z = \{ z : \text{rank}(z) = t - t_1 \}$.

It can be shown that the work factor $W$ of the ST attack against our scheme is of the order $O(m^2 knN^2 \log N)$. If we choose $n = m$, this becomes $O(m^3 kN^2 \log N)$. First, suppose we fix $m$ and $t$. This leaves us with two choices for $k$: $k_0 = m - 2t$ or $k_1 = m - 2t - 1$. Obviously, $k_0$ is greater than $k_1$, and hence with $k_0$, the work factor is slightly greater and the data rate is slightly higher. Therefore, we should always use $k$ such that $m - k$ is even. Secondly, $N$ depending on $t - t_1$, we can optimize $W$ by choosing $t_1 = 1$. Note that this does not contradict our results from [5] because in this paper we are interested in the security against chosen-plaintext attacks. When $m$ ranges from 5 to 15, the exponents of $W$ are given in Table I.

Assume that an attack is considered impossible if its work factor is greater than $2^{65}$ and hence the cryptosystem is secure against this attack, then we see that even small parameters can achieve this security: $m = 8$ and $k = 2$ gives a work factor of $2^{78}$. Of course, the data rate in this case is quite low. We can then choose $m = 12$.
and $k = 8$ for a much higher rate. This shows that we can overcome the ST attack by using small parameters.

IV. NUMBER OF ERROR PATTERNS

Rao [12] argued that if the set of error patterns is large enough, the ST chosen-plaintext attack is infeasible since it does not have access to all ciphertexts corresponding to the chosen plaintext. Thus, the number of error patterns gives a rough indication of the robustness against chosen-plaintext attack. In the following, we investigate the numbers of error patterns for our new system.

The number of vectors of length $n$ over $\text{GF}(q^m)$ with rank $r$ is given by Equation (6). If we choose $n = m$, the number of vectors with rank $r$ becomes

$$R(r) = \prod_{i=0}^{r-1} \frac{(q^n - q^i)^2}{(q^r - q^i)}.$$

Let us denote the number of vectors with Hamming weight $r$ as $H(r)$. For any $r < n$, we have $R(r) \geq H(r)$. This means that using the cryptosystems based on rank metric can have a much larger number of error patterns than the cryptosystem based on Hamming metric. Hence, our private-key cryptosystem based on rank metric can achieve the same level of security as those based on Hamming metric such as the Rao-Nam scheme with smaller key sizes. If, for example, we choose $q = 2, n = m = 20, k = 14, t = 3, t_1 = 1$, the number of error patterns available is approximately $N = 2^{77.4}$. Denny [2] finds $N = 2^{40}$ for a $(25, 20)$ Reed-Solomon code over $\text{GF}(2^{16})$, which is much smaller. Indeed, using smaller key sizes than the ones used in Denny’s system, our cryptosystem has more error patterns and are more secure against chosen-plaintext attacks.

V. CONCLUSION

We have proposed two private-key cryptosystems based on Gabidulin codes, one being direct adaptation of the GPT cryptosystem and the other with an extra permutation matrix, and evaluated their security against several attacks. These private-key cryptosystems achieve a sufficient level of security against these attacks with much smaller key sizes. They also have very large numbers of error vectors, which helps to thwart the ST attack in practice. The two cryptosystems are virtually the same with respect to the attacks considered herein.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$m \setminus m - k$</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>30,091</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>36,243</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>41,767</td>
<td>63,78</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>46,976</td>
<td>73,639</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>51,99</td>
<td>82,953</td>
<td>108,19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>56,86</td>
<td>92,004</td>
<td>121,86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>61,64</td>
<td>100,89</td>
<td>135,03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>66,33</td>
<td>109,67</td>
<td>147,97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>70,97</td>
<td>118,36</td>
<td>160,78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>75,55</td>
<td>126,99</td>
<td>173,48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>80,08</td>
<td>135,56</td>
<td>186,11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I
THE EXPONENT OF THE WORK FACTORS OF THE ST ATTACK